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Fast  New frame with arrow borders. Easily installed thanks to the snap-on fabric positioned inside 
the dedicated groove, replacing the slow installation of the old eyelet frames.
Smart 5 fixing grooves allow coping with the stretching and shrinking of the fabric.
Clean No more spots or abrasions on the fabric. Now the placement of the fabric is made side up.4:3 16:9

16:10 customizable

Choose the right temperature rail
Thanks to a more robust frame, New Big Frame easily reaches remarkable sizes. 
Frame and arrow shape/borders form a black frame, front fabric screen which is 
quickly installed, regardless the changes in climate. The 5 parallel grooves, in fact, 
allow the frame to adapt to the typical stretching and shrinking of the PVC (+/- 10,4 
cm). 

New Big Frame 

1250 1300



Big Frame becomes Only White. The frame itself provides full vision.
By simply fixing a larger fabric in the rear groove of the arrow borders 
frame we obtain a perfectly flat, completely white screen of remar-
kable dimensions.

Fast, smart, clean and so beautiful

Full vision

4:3 16:9

16:10 customizable

The frame and the arrow borders fabric grant the same qualities as New Big Frame.
Fast and clean installation remains an absolute prerogative of this new screen even though 
its main quality is beauty.
Simply white, perfectly flat and clean, it stands out for its elegance and harmony in any 
application, satisfying the requirements and tastes of the most demanding client.

detail corner

OnlyWhite
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Add  & Shape 

The true innovative aspect of this new family of screens is versatility.
Thanks to two specifically designed accessories, it is possible to combine 
one screen with another in order to create structures and configurations 
able to fit any architectural need.
The arrow borders eliminates the use of eyelets, hooks, buttons and 
rubber bands, ensuring a non corrugated, flat surface, with the screen 
perimeter line perfectly straight.
The assembling or several OnlyWhite screens frees your creativity even 

Cube & Polyhedrons

Wallet
more, allowing the design of cubical, hexagonal, wallet-shaped, 
complex configurations and many more. 
Museums, art galleries, multifunctional structures or exhibition 
booths can now rely on a valid tool to create the most artistic 
sceneries. The design of the frame profile makes it possible to 
turn the screens into decorative panels by placing a rigid panel 
or a pre-decorated fabric in the dedicated groove.



Diamond Perforated Grey High Contrast Ambra Dual Vision

Supports

Made of aluminium, they allow wall fixing for permanent and semi-permanent installations.
Wall brackets 

Fabrics

Made of stainless steel, they are suitable for steel chains or other supports for installations on truss or other 
structures.

Eyebolts 

Made of steel or aluminium, they are suitable for fixing to truss-like structures.
Aliscaf clamps

Adjustable steel legs, useful in installations where the screen is placed on the floor. 
Legs 

Angle
Easy and safe installation.
Rounded corners.



Only your fantasy could be a limit.
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